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Sister Church visit opportunity
Nine FMCers have traveled to our sister
church, El Divino Redentor,in Bucamaranga, Colombia over the years of our relationship. Several visits
have also been made by people from Colombia to
FMC. These included representatives from MCC Bogota as well as from EDR. The most recent of these
visits were in 2011 when Pastor Israel and his wife
were able to spend two weeks with us and their son
spent three months at FMC while on a separate program, giving our congregation a chance to strengthen
our relationship with EDR. All these visits contributed greatly to our sense of connectedness with the
church there and broadened our understanding of
the situation in Colombia. It has now been over five
years since our last visit to EDR.

members or Pastor Janet. It is our hope to make
some funds available to help with expenses, so do
not let cost determine your interest. Also, it is not
necessary to be a Spanish speaker.
Committee Members: Jan Sabey, Rebecca Moyer,
Rebecca Bare, Wilmer Otto, Randy Nelson and Jan
Kellogg

The Sister Church committee is exploring the
possibility of a delegation (two or more people) to
visit El Divino Redentor sometime in late 2015 or
sometime in 2016. This seems to be a good time to
start planning another visit as EDR has a new pastor
and he will have had time to establish himself in the
work of EDR by then. He is very open to communication with us and appears to value our relationship.
If you have any interest in being a part of this
delegation, please speak to any of the committee

Members of the 2008 delegation to El Divino.
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FMC Mentor & Mentee Interview:
Featuring Rachel Lehman & Allysen Wely-Peachey
FMC's longstanding mentoring tradition pairs incoming 6th graders with adults in the congregation. They develop an intentional friendship, sharing their lives through activities, conversations, over food, and in other
ways. Each of three middle schoolers is in a mentoring relationship: Ally Welty Peachey (6th grade) with Rachel
Horst Lehman; Liesl Schrag (6th grade) with Mary Biddle; and Anja Schrag (8th grade) with Abby Crosby. This
month Rachel and Ally chose questions and interviewed each other. Read on to get to know them both!

Full Name: Rachel Marie Horst
Lehman
I’ve attended FMC since: July
2012
5 words that best describe me:
creative, purposeful, empathetic, diligent and patient
Family members’ names:
Sheryl, Wayne, Toni & Daniel
Hobbies/ interests: craft projects, jogging, cooking/baking,
1-on-1 time with friends and pets, traveling
Favorite book, movie: Miss Rumphius, What’s eating
Gilbert Grape?
Something I love to learn about: Human Development
Things that always make me smile or laugh: thoughtful
surprises, toddlers, baby animals, unique laughs
My favorite family or church tradition: watching the
movie Babe every Christmas, tent camping
My dream job: child & family therapist or interviewing
people for StoryCorps
My favorite potluck food: Ramen noodle salad
My favorite art form/works of art (seen, heard, or read):
“Dance” & “Blue Nude” by Henri Matisse, Gabriel’s
Oboe by Ennio Morricone with Yo-Yo Ma
My favorite vacation spot (so far…): Acadia, Maine
If I had to choose a single lunch menu for every day the
rest of my life it would be: sushi, miso soup, seaweed
salad and a Woodchuck pear cider
Names of pets I’ve had: Smokey, Molly, Gabe, Nora,
Harry Potter, Scaredy Socks, GP, Lena and Roy

Full Name: Allysen Mei Emily Welty Peachey
I’ve attended FMC since: August 2013
5 words that best describe me: funny, crazy, creative,
awesome and spontaneous
Family members’ names: Jon and Andrea
Hobbies/ interests: choir, violin, cooking, craft projects
and running
Favorite book, movie: Number the Stars, Monsters Inc.
Something I love to learn about: the Holocaust
Things that always make me smile or laugh: hanging out
with my friends at school
My favorite family or church tradition: reading Bible stories at the holidays and putting up our advent calendar
from Ten Thousand Villages
My dream job: an architect
My favorite potluck food: mac’n’cheese
My favorite art form/works of art (seen, heard, or read):
visual arts
My favorite vacation spot (so far…): Taos, New Mexico
If I had to choose a single lunch menu for every day the
rest of my life it would be: mac’n’cheese, Capri Sun, CLIF
bar, yogurt & fruit snacks
Names of pets I’ve had: Nemo
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Ask the Treasurer

(part 2)

by Phyllis Croisant
In last month’s Vine I answered questions
about 1) operating expenses of the church, 2) FMC’s
mission ministries, and 3) special projects like solar
panels and MYF convention travel. I also pointed out
the sources of money for each of these – general offerings for #1 and #2, and special donations for #3. Here
are a few other questions that as treasurer I am frequently asked.

the clerk that your purchase is for the church. These
stores include Office Depot & Staples (see Rhonda for
tax exempt and reward card numbers), Menards, Do-ItBest Hardware (they will bill us), CDC Paper & Janitor
Supply, Equal Exchange, Gordon Food Service, Blossom
Basket Florist, Barnes & Noble (see Library comm. or
Pastor Janet for a discount card), and Ten Thousand
Villages.

I spent some money for committee work. How do I
get reimbursed?

We vote on our spending plan during the congregational business meeting each January, but how do you
come up with those numbers?

Each committee has a spending plan or budget
for the year. The committee chair is responsible for
monitoring expenditures by committee members. Say,
for example, that the chair of the Worship Committee
has given you the responsibility of purchasing some
Advent decorations for the sanctuary. There are reimbursement forms available in the bottom right mailbox
in the hallway or in the office. Complete the form with
your name, amount spent, and description of the expense, staple the receipt to the back of the form, and
then have the committee chair initial the form. The
completed form can then be put in the treasurer’s box
next to the office copier, put in my mailbox in the hallway, or given to me directly.
The committee chair mentioned to me that FMC is a
tax-exempt organization. How does that affect my
purchases?
Since FMC is a non-profit religious organization,
the state of Illinois has exempted us from paying sales
taxes on purchases. With a sales tax rate in Champaign
County of 9% (except for food items purchased at a
grocery), this exemption can really help decrease our
expenses. This is very important considering our tight
finances! Either Rhonda or I can give to you or email to
you a copy of our tax exempt letter. You can then
show it to a sales clerk to receive the exemption.
FMC has tax exempt accounts already set up at
some stores where we make frequent purchases (these
stores have our number on file). You still have to tell

Church Council has the duty of recommending
an annual church budget to the congregation, but
there is a lot of behind-the-scenes work before Council’s recommended budget appears in your mailbox. In
November I send to each Committee Chair, to the
Council Chair, and to the pastors spending reports for
the first 10 months of the year that detail expenditures
and how much is remaining in their budgets. Along
with this I include a request form for the coming year.
The committee or pastors and staff then send back to
me their requests – their best estimation of expenses
for the coming year. Some examples: Christian Ed
Committee will look at how much they spent on Sunday School books in 2014 and then estimate how much
they will need for 2015. The pastors and Rhonda will
look at how much was spent on copies, postage, and
office supplies in 2014 and estimate the amounts
needed for 2015. Property & Finance Committee will
look at how much was spent on lawn mowing and
snow removal in 2014 and estimate the amount
needed for 2015.
Recommended amounts for pastors’ salaries
and benefits are based on guidelines from Mennonite
Church USA. Premium costs for pastors’ health insurance, as well as property, liability, and workers’ compensation insurance are obtained from the insurance
companies. The cost of anticipated building repairs or
equipment replacement is estimated by Property and
Finance Committee. And finally, recommendations to
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Council for our mission ministries (organization and
amount to be given to each) are made by the Service
and Outreach Committee.
Council begins work at the November meeting
by considering the recommendations for our mission
ministries including amounts given to Central District
Conference, Illinois Mennonite Conference, and Mennonite Church USA. Then at the December meeting I
present to Council a four page spreadsheet which
shows the entire 2014 spending plan, how much has
been spent to date for each line item, the amount
requested on each line for 2015, and the percent
change from 2014 to 2015. I also prepare an information sheet showing areas where our 2014 spending
exceeded our plan and where savings have occurred.
This helps Council make decisions as they review the
entire budget proposal line by line. As you can imagine, the December Council meeting is usually rather
lengthy! A final version of the 2015 spending plan is
voted on at the January Council meeting. This is the
plan which, along with a report of all 2014 expenditures, will appear in your mailbox prior to the January
congregational business meeting.

In last month’s Vine you reported that through September we had spent $19,085 more than what we
had taken in through offerings. Is the situation any
better now?
Our general offerings during October
($21,041) were higher than the past few months. As I
write this, I don’t yet have the final report of October
expenditures, but we average slightly over $20,000/
month in expenses. So the good news is that our deficit hasn’t increased, but we still have a big hole to fill
by year’s end. Check in the Sunday bulletins for more
up-to-date information.

Did you know?
We can reduce our purchase expenses by
9% by using FMC’s tax-exempt number to
avoid the sales tax.

Service and Outreach Committee

When you go to Amazon.com, has something
ever popped up to tell you about AmazonSmile and
donating to a “favorite charity”? Did you choose one of
the suggested charities or did you just brush on past it
thinking it might be a waste of time? Well, as a matter
of fact, AmazonSmile has gone the extra mile to open
the field of charities to non-profit organizations the
world over--including a variety of local charities.
AmazonSmile is a subsidiary of Amazon-meaning you can use the same account for both--and
although the amount donated to your chosen charity is
not great, half of one percent (0.5%) of your purchase
price specifically, it adds up with each purchase. Everything you would normally buy on Amazon is also available on AmazonSmile.
The only catch--something that I habitually forget--is that for Amazon to donate money to your char-

ity, you must order from smile.amazon.com. It won’t
count if you order straight from amazon.com.
The charitable organizations available range
from small, local non-profit organizations to large,
widely-known charities--everything from Salt and Light
or Empty Tomb to the World Wildlife Fund or St. Jude
Children’s Research Hospital. Ten Thousand Villages
(out of Akron, PA) is available, as are several offshoots
of Mennonite Disaster Service. Once you choose your
charity, you’re not stuck with it for as long as the internet exists! You’re able to change the charity your purchases go toward at any time. Once again, you can only
change your selected charity at smile.amazon.com.
Search through the available charities and non-profits
by city, state, or name. It’s free and easy to donate to a
charity of your choice through AmazonSmile!
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Buffalo Shout, Salmon Cry (part 2)
George Hardebeck
When we moved to Ireland (for me still eight
years old), as I fell into her depths she swept me up
into her embrace, also by the tenderness of indigenous
family and fellows. This way of welcoming home was
our culture, one restored from remnants of greed imposed famine, exile, and war. We learned her myths as
our own. Then, her history in how we were taken over
by the Celts, Normans, Norse, Vikings and Danes, who,
at the end of each chapter, in Her-story became as Irish
as the Irish themselves.
My cousin Helen married the brother of a
schoolmate and good friend Liam. Noel and Liam's Father is a cofounder of the National Folk Theatre of Ireland, Siamse Tire. Their last name, Heaslip, is English.
The British empire worked long and hard to rid Ireland
of her language, pride, customs, and take all of her resources, killing many in the potato famine, while their
elite sold nine times what the Irish needed to survive
on their own shores. Cromwell and his cronies cleared
forests so the Native Irish could not hide, just as we
denuded the lands here. The sheep mowed lawn of estates of the elite, like Muckross, where we travelled on
weekends for the public gardens, and cultural museum,
all in National Forest now, was a trim green defensible
perimeter to shoot invading Native Irish who might like
to take back what was stolen by their oppressors. The
empire's new order sold their “calm” through the pastoral paintings of artists patroned on the estates, just
as the pastors were patroned to preach the good news
of the new shepherds, the British landlords.
True calm was long mature relatedness with
her lands and Life, and relating on her terms, in her
healing cycles. Horticulture as we know it and the first
zoological society of London where born from such anti
-ecological abundance, exotic and mismatched, and
how many beasts one could lavishly eat at their table,
per the writings of Sir Keith Thomas. Keith sought how
we came to our disconnect with natural Life, and for
exposing empire as the culprit, was knighted by Britain’s waning empire, one growing re-enlightened to
nativity. We do not want to feel the feelings of those
we exploit below, in empire’s hierarchic pyramidal

paradigm, with Life well below our human tiers, so we
grow numb in our industrial, rigidly compartmentalized
blocks. Even imperial accents are flat-lined, like the
teacher's tone on Peanuts' cartoons, “wa, wa wa, wa
wa, wa wah…,” not having the advantage of the indigenous sweep well below the horizon's bottom line, cutting across our healing wheel, into our great depression
where we gather, our sacred grail where we bottom
out at Source, the vertical relatedness of generations
coming from the infinite into infinite potential. Here,
we are inspired again, to aspire above into joy. We are
freed of burdens in the upsurge of her well, where our
generations cycled communal work into play and
through love into rehoned healing tradition. These
lower arc of our healing cycles are not to be denied, in
our Tree of Life, which both Ireland's ancient Celtic
Cross and Turtle Mother's Medicine Wheel are also
known. Can we truly celebrate joy without the celebration of grief, honoring loss, want, need, desire, hope all these that can be healthy negatives when healthfully
reevaluating to move us? A strong negative charge
pulls a positive one, into manifestation. This is a vital
part of Life's natural energizing process to which empire’s top-heavy model can only allude, as a gnawing
underfed phantom.
Empire's petty tyranny is nothing more than
primates climbing to hold the knoll, to beat on their
chests - until community found a way to oust the bully.
Communications may have grown our brains for this
very need, to return to a smooth cycle of mutual society and responsible freedom, reconciliation and restoration. For wholeness not lopsided for any to stay on
top, at the peak, in prominent control - as we see in the
abusive household setting all off balance, forming unhealthy patterns, misplaced and static survival techniques of dysfunctional culture.
If I ask my cousin Helen how she is, her lilt in
'Oh, not to-oo ba-ad', lifts for the dive, sails deep,
swings upward and lifts off. Much different to what we
get here, in 'Have a nice Day' or 'Fine' when asking how
we are. Time shared, so deeply-to-lightly, together,
holds ongoing richness for all this, and brings joy so un-
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fathomed in my typical First World existence. The great
Irish immigrations are known as the American wake,
and now the Australian wake. Loss is not foreign to her
shores, nor longing on the way to be-longing. So, the
candle stuck in the turnip, sits on the sill casting her
longing to hearth, in welcome home to all lost, at Samhain, Celtic New Year, which became Halloween's Jack
O'Lantern in the U.S.
If it was not for some of my richly rooted family
during my mother's passing, being able to be there for
me from back in Ireland, by now email and phone… I
don't know. They could be there, grief as celebration,
holding my depths as needed , drawing the holy waters
up from the well, so high, still spilling over. My cousin
Anne and I were in touch by email almost continuously
in the days before this return home, sharing poetry,
too, moving me beyond typical constructs into rarer
beats and patterns. Anne helped with the Kerry Arts,
Samhlaoiacht. On Winter Solstice we met again at mass
in old St. Johns where the interior masonry was left off
to enjoy the steeple's towering rockwork in faltering
amber candle light, familiar faces in fragile awe before
the nativity, Joseph's carving especially gentle in the
curves of his fluid, fair frame. Some of Anne’s family
joined Ireland with the Norman invasion, others the
Vikings, bringing the red hair, by which Ireland is so
characterized. Helen's is so black it may be from the
gypsy in us, and so the original Tuatha DeDannann.
Both may be from Northern India, in their travels bringing lines also, back from Africa. After the mass, Tom
said he would bring an early school photo of my mom's
back to the old farm house in Laccamore. Incompatible
with crowds, he left it with me outside. His family name
Kirby may have had Slavic origins as Kirvic. While not a
listed invasion, these kings of Kerry may have joined
our region, as the mercenary knights of the round table
joined Wales.
Before the hearth with my mother's ashes back
in Laccamore, I toasted to her and her generation, all
but gone then in our family. To the knowledge that
now, it was for us to carry the ever fluid, ancient renewing ways of Ireland, now we as her meek vital links
for her ways lived through our uncles, aunts and all.
Cat'y Mae O'Rourke would now be another face of our
great mother. My uncles had a plaque hung, that said
“Never judge a man until you walk a mile in his mocca-
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sins.” Wisdom carries far, whether native to one shore
or all. We put up our uncles’ nativity in this kitchen, so
long a gathering place on that year, and it hasn't come
down since, much like my own has held an alter space
for years. The term nativity and native imply being
'born of' as we are biologically, and perhaps spiritually
of Life, just as imperialism implies 'lords over' – Life.
One finds true pride in meekness, the other as in meFirst World extended immaturity, hubris - one too easily and insatiably addictive, and often brutal.
On Christmas morning we walked a fundraiser
by schools of my sister and I, and of our cousins and
friends, in the town park - The Green. At a prominent
gateway, new modern art held ancient renewing
themes that held us all. Masses gathered later at Fenit
for a Christmas dip. Loads of fun in fundraising, again. I
cannot imagine Ireland without sculptures of her ancients, saints… the famine prominently - arts holding
the tragedy to saving moments of us all. Where are
ours for our long story here, one that is not first our
story, nor any-one's but of Life, herself, always carrying
and guiding us?
How many courthouses, city halls, here, have
the conquerors tributed in bronze, while not our
meeker geographic ancestors, and their wisdom orchestrating symbols? Ireland won a dedication recently
for being a most generous people, when in our time
there they were listed somewhat as third world, and
underdeveloped, of course. In First World we have
lifted the monetery symbol on high along with those
who hoard it, pirate and consume the most. This abstract symbol lent abstraction to all, lives became livestock, plants crops, all beings - beasts of burden. So
many things, living things. Nativity in its languages, too,
hold all as beings, the Creator being Life, all. Language
holds our common perspective, and so, projection. I
was told in my early childhood how I would lose my
richly inspirited world up until then, through language,
through socialization with others. My brilliant and so
loving world, would dim.
Some fires, we need to walk through before we
come to them or when we begin to see the signs calling
us to fight fire with fire or to fend it off with raw clarity
and passion, compassion, love.
My sister and I always seemed almost polar opposites. She was my father's warrior, I my mother's
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contemplative. While a most compassionate man, my
father never let go of his turning from '90 pound weakling' and sickling son to sergeanting in the reserves.
Mom, in her astute daily healing, began nursing in London just before the war, and walked through many
fires. She nursed from age 17 to 77, volunteering in a
hospital until age 81. Culture shock in the states left
her with a nervous breakdown when I was one and a
half, and so, absent of companionship, she threw herself into workaholic devotion to others - a calling that
aided my development through her neglect. Much as
the Kogi People of Columbia separate certain infants
from others in a cave, first, to nurture subtle skills for
their connection with Spirit in Life, I was left to play
with boxes in a backroom of the kitchen basement of
my father’s nursing home for men, remodeled from the
house next to our own.
I was left in low stimulus, long before being allowed to absorb Life outdoors from the back stoop of
our house that shared a fenced back yard. Hence, I
spent most of my preschool years in mystic relatedness
with my burning tree outback, nurturing me as did
Toodles our tabby, a monastic companion, who accompanied me in being – the only one I knew who could
just be, with me. Like the other children, other cats
seemed caught up in impressing each other. All this
added to the strangeness of my nature, among the inter-human competitive prowess engaged by those like
my sister. These years lent me reason to never doubt
our omnipotent Creator's sweet and gracious love, being ever-present for each and all of us. How might I
doubt that she was alive through all her Life, in her
ever-now of what we cast as past, present and future,
always calling us to be unto the least of these as we
would our own. Loving her first, so easy for me in this
ongoing communio, is also a strategy for intentionality
to balance our me-First World instinctuality, oriented
from 'myself, to family, tribe (tribalism), nation
(nationalism), species (speciesism) and so on to her
wholeness - if we ever pass these bases, returning
home.
For her more native children, she lives intrinsically through all her members, in the wisdom of her
body's design - one we have no right to disrupt, corrupt
nor disintegrate. How can we have Church, developed
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to honor her, be satisfied to make her body a test of
mere stepping stones on our way to heaven?
Is this loving her, caring for neighbors, all beings as ourselves, appreciating the ecological wisdom
of the birds and lilies? Canvassing for GreenPeace once,
I had one clearly 'religious' woman slam the door in my
face in desperate fear of such anti-Christian
'environmentalists'. When Christ went to temple as an
adult, it seems to mostly argue Life's positions turned
foreign to those influenced by empire. Then he retreated himself to Life's long interrelated, interdimensional harmony, away from all this wild alienation - such as this woman's misconstrued environment, a McMansion in a gumdrop and lollipop landscape, propped where myriad soil to floral to faunal
relatedness was scraped.
'Lawn is wrong' was one of the clearly intuited
teachings of my mystic toddler years. My father, who I
rejected with his erratic dysfunction climaxing in my
early teen years through many adult years, nurtured
me tenderly from five as a naturalist, gardener, artist,
after leaving the nursing home and retiring into house
husbandry at fifty-five, and moving to 55 Linda Lane.
For many formative adult years I learned how these
fields of relatedness could be corrupted, when working
in advertising and then horticulture, then returning
homeward in my work through restoration, nature and
cultural education, and arts for justice and reharmonization.
It was great, when on my journey into reconciliation work with our First Peoples to hear their
wholly rooted wisdom, calling me home, and not alone.
In a recommended film, Two Rivers, sharing a reconciliation process initiated by a settler people toward
their First Peoples in the Northwest U.S., an elder
shows a natural area and says 'This is the Creator'. I
had not heard this since knowing it intuitively in my
early life. We might acknowledge that when a people
learned they were harming their ecological systems,
having survival falter, they altered their cultural strategies. From the circle of mutuality, naturally one of diverse gifts honored, to their arts and practices, this
transition was when they became more native again,
returning to living as Life's own, on her terms. Honoring
her ways, they honed their own to heal all, also them-
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selves. They heard the call to adapt to Life, with her,
rather than expecting her to adapt to them, moving
from being a kingpin to keystone species, Life-centric
not self-centric.
Tragedy can bring even the most disparate together, as my sister and I learned also in slums and
projects; in bringing my father's body back from the
Veteran's morgue with only a green army blanket
separating us in the back of the undertaker's SUV during the blizzard of '78, when the roads kept us from
driving separately – much like the woolen blanket I
kept on my bed from art school, on for many years.
While an almost black blood drained from him into a
bag below his bed, in ICU, he was improving, and suddenly one morning - gone. Evidence later pointed to a
young aide who was realized to have stolen the lives
of many, a man rationalizing away guilt and shame
that might have halted his actions.
How many others do we need to kill, to get our
lost or misplaced 'needs' met, how many cultures to
entire species and of Life's operating systems do we
consume before bottoming out in our cycles, seeking
Source, reassessment and realignment, and joining
her movement, again? Shame, guilt, fear call us to
halt, stop, to be static, in stasis, unlike what may be
our healthy negatives that beckon us into transformation and positive manifestation, as a sweep, a turning
and pulling forward, these are the pause in our dance,
the space, the quiet that may call us to reassess, to
deeper contemplation, to a circle in itself cycling just
here at zero. Full STOP.
According to Mad Razor Ray, from the time of
Columbus to Hitler, the indigenous Peoples of our
Americas went from 60 million to 800 thousand, to 1
1/3%. Others say we were at 100 million before Columbus, so dropping to .8%, since this homicidal maniac led the recent European for-profit invasion. So,
while we claim to be the 99%, these we brought to
1%. While these carry the longest line of generations,
the longest deepest relatedness here, they are among
our smallest minorities, our hosts and elders, those
who remain. Some Native Peoples in the Cincinnati
area thought it was better not to lose Columbus Day,
as this might encourage more whitewashing this
bloodshed away but preferred an honorary title of
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First Americans Day to offer the resolve in balance, for
healing. The date works well to lead into Native
American Heritage Month, November, as Martin Luther King Day does for February as African American
Heritage Month. The grain of a mustard seed, the
pinch of yeast to bring us to harvest.
Jean Marie Brightfire, being part Irish and part
Shawnee, leads the North American Indian Council of
Greater Cincinnati and another ideal position from
Cincinnati City Hall. She has long directed The InterEthnic Council of Greater Cincinnati, where she welcomes others from a Native position, and hosts intercultural gatherings. In one of our latter Healing Our
Heartlands reconciliation conversations, where we
sought reconciliation with First Peoples, Culture &
Life , which we began with our Harvest for Reconciliation in November, on World Community Day weekend , Jean Marie who, from an advisor grew to be a
friend, shared in intimate our circle how she advocated for Indigenous men at Cincinnati’s VA Hospital.
Other patients spoke of their fear of this young man's
threats, as did my father. His paranoia caused us not
to take him seriously. The circles ran our reconciling
conversations through a series of cultural sectors from
Interfaith & Interethnic work to Gardening & Conservation, Health & Education to Arts & Media considering identity of place, and our story over these seven
generations, and hopefully, our return to wholeness.
Commercial & Public Servants would be another sector to undertake. Government & Business are titles
that affirm imperialism, and our empty busy-ness from
industrial imperialism's false work ethics. How could I
know that this work of seeking communal healing,
would come round to touch me so deeply - that this
woman would have been there in my father’s great
tragedy, in this area so traumatic in my life that I could
drive by the VA, where he died, as if a cloud separated
us, and avoid this path subconsciously longer. How
was it that she was there, if not by his side so close
with others, at this moment our most personal struggles interwoven so closely, at so deeply and personal a
point in my own life journey, too awful to even mention for so long to most others?
My father had some French in him, a family
name by some known to be native to Turtle Mother, in
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some families. He always said we were high-German,
Low-German, French and Buckeye - Ohio. Many Native
folks or partly so, who wanted to avoid a trail of tears
and keep lives and beloved lands connected, feigned
being French, German, otherwise, when exile came.
Ancestors as fur-traders married into Native Peoples,
growing more Native over the seven generations that
they brought no women from Europe. Of course, I am
mostly European, at least in lineage and so in the position to seek reconciliation, a needed position in our
reconciliation. For the First People to demand, as the
abused, takes from us our gracious willingness to act
of our own accord in our day.
I’ve been so surprised, before, where extending
myself into community and culture, altruistically, lent
some of my closest relationships, deep friendships, unlocking parts of my own story within the
greater one, the one so beyond our own definitions
that we can only share her meekly and celebratively.

Buddy Walk, October 2104. Go Team Hazelnuts!

Holly Nelson & Beth Rempe marched with other
Mennonites during the People’s Climate March on
September 21, 2014.

Homemade Soft Pretzels
(recipe from retreat activity)
(6 medium pretzels) – Rachel Lehman
1 ¼ cups warm water (not hot!)
1 tablespoon dry active yeast
1/4 cup brown sugar
3 & 2/3 cups bread flour (can substitute part of it with
whole wheat or all purpose)
½ cup cold water
1 tablespoon baking soda
Melted butter
Coarse salt
cinnamon sugar
(optional seasonings) garlic, shredded cheese, raisins, etc.

Combine warm water, yeast and sugar in a medium mixing bowl; let sit 5 minutes or until bubbles cover the surface. Add optional seasonings at this time and stir. Add
flour half a cup at a time (when stirring becomes difficult,
mix with hands, using additional flour if sticky). Place ball
of dough in greased bowl to rise in a warm place. Stir baking soda & water together in a separate bowl, set aside.
When dough has doubled in size, punch down & cut into
6 equal portions. Shape pretzels however you wish. Before placing pretzels on a greased baking sheet, dip them
in the baking soda water. Salt dipped pretzels and let
them rise 15 minutes while preheating the oven to 450.
Bake pretzels about 8 minutes, or until golden brown.
While still hot, brush with melted butter and cinnamon
sugar if desired (adding sugar before baking will cause it
to burn). Enjoy hot from the oven, or microwave cooled
pretzels 10 seconds each before eating.
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Ask Ms. Menno
Dear Ms. Menno

Dear Ms. Menno

You recently mentioned that back in King David’s day,
God had not yet become a Christian. When precisely do
you think this happened? I ask because I read somewhere
that from the 6th to the 9th century, the then church fathers debated the precise time when Jesus became divine. Was it in the first, second or third trimester? From
memory, it took them three centuries to settle on the first
trimester. What do you think - would this debate have
any bearing on my question?

Our pastor recently announced that she is getting married
in February, 2015. Do you think this is a good idea for a
pastor? Didn’t the Apostle Paul, writing in I Corinthians
7:8, say that it is better to be unmarried, as Paul was?

Curious Mennonite
Dear Curious Mennonite
I have had it with your arcane questions. I have no idea
precisely when God became a Christian, other than it must
have been some time after the birth of Christ. Why don’t
you ask him? I presume you do know how to pray, don’t
you, or will that be your next question? And, no, I don’t
think the debate you think you remember has any bearing
on your question.

Single by Choice
Dear Single by Choice
While I respect your choice to remain unmarried, as Paul
was, you’re forgetting about verse 9 of I Corinthians 7 in
which Paul says: “But if they cannot contain, let them
marry, for it is better to marry than to burn.” I’m sure nitpickers like Curious Mennonite who delight in trying to
ask obscure questions to trip up Ms. Menno will have
questions like what does “contain” mean, and what does
“burn” mean. I’m not going to answer those kinds of
questions anymore; there is no end to them. I will just say
wouldn’t you rather that Pastor Janet marry than do whatever it is that “burn” means? Do you really want to erase
that beam from her face?

Solar Panel Update
Holly Nelson
Monitoring Website: https://enlighten.enphaseenergy.com/pv/
public_systems/WgEG401654
Now that winter is coming and the daylight hours are fewer,
our solar panels are producing less electricity. In general, our church
tends to use more electricity in the winter, probably because we need
to use the lights more frequently. With less electricity production and
more electricity usage, our percentage of solar energy is going to
drop a little. But that’s OK because we had some really high percentages over the summer. The overall estimate was that the panels
would generate two-thirds of our annual usage. I have made one
more adjustment to the numbers in the dashboard. Our utility bills
run from about the 21st of one month to the 20th of the next month,
so I have generated solar production reports that correspond with
that cycle rather than just using the calendar month. This changes the
numbers from the last newsletter just a little bit but should overall
make our dashboard a little more accurate.
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Presentation of Memory Book

(October 12, 2014)
Jan Sabey

This morning I am here to present a book -- a
memory book – and to tell part of an on-going story
– some might even call it a love story.
First, the book. It is a memory book, filled
with pictures and comments, that cover some of the
highlights of FMC’s ten-plus year sister-church relationship with El Divino Redemptor in Bucaromanga,
Colombia and Pastor Israel Martinez and his family.
About a year ago, in the midst of our own
celebrations of FMC’s 50th anniversary, we received
word that Pastor Israel was planning to step down
from his role as pastor of EDR at the end of 2013.
FMC’s sister church committee began to think about
some kind of retirement gift for Pastor Israel and the
idea of this memory book launched the committee
into a year of slowly putting it together.
This book includes pictures and notes and
comments and captions about Pastor Israel’s work
and about our continuing sister-church relationship
with EDR. It reminds us of Pastor Israel and his wife,
Loraci’s visit here a few years ago, and there are pictures of the different FMC delegations who have
gone to Colombia to visit and share.
Actually, the committee decided to make two
books – one in Spanish – to send to Pastor Israel. The
other book, in English, is for FMC to commemorate

Pastor Israel’s ministry and friendship and the ongoing story of our sister-church relationship.
This book is actually the result of countless
helping hands, of church members who shared pictures, stories, dates. We also gratefully acknowledge
some specific people who helped mightily, including
Bharat Phillip, Rebecca Bare, and Jan Kellogg. A very
special word of thanks and recognition goes also to
Marcia Nelson, who spent many, many hours over
these past many months -- compiling, arranging, captioning, editing and polishing these two books into
lovely memory gems.
So today, I would like to present this memory
book to the church. It will be available to look at during fellowship hour, and then in the library.
I am new to the sister-church committee, but
like many of you, I have heard bits and pieces and
snippets of news from El Divino Redemptor, known
that some of our offering goes to help support some
small bit of the great work that EDR does with displaced persons, prayed for and enjoyed getting a
chance to meet Pastor Israel and Loraci. I know this
story is not finished. A new, young pastor has taken
up the pastoring role at EDR and is eager to continue
this relationship with FMC. It is for all of us to write
the next chapters for the next book of memories.

Announcements:


Pastor Janet has recently published! See the Fall 2014 issue of "VISION: A Journal for Church and Theology," published by AMBS/ Elkhart and CMU/ Winnipeg, for her article 'Wages of Joy.' There is a copy of
this magazine on the periodicals stand in the library.



Did you know that hidden away in the closet of Room 3, the JYF room, are some board games? They are
available for use in the church: Cranium, Scattergories, Life, Tangoes, Mind Trap, Trivial Pursuit Junior,
Taboo Junior, Scrabble, Uno, Jenga, etc. Small groups, MYF, JYF - keep these in mind.
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NEW BOOKS IN THE CHURCH LIBRARY
by JYF Sunday School Class: Anja Schrag, Liesl Schrag, Ally Welty Peachey, and Cindy Breeze, teacher

Recently, FMC’s Library Committee acquired
two new children/youth books that focus on Down
Syndrome and asked that the JYF Sunday School class
review them.
The first book had an intriguing title: We’ll
Paint the Octopus Red (written by Stephanie StuveBodeen and illustrated by Pam DeVito). We wondered
what that title might have to do with Down Syndrome.
In this picture book for younger children, the
main character is a six-year-old girl. When her parents
tell her that there will soon be a baby in the house, she
asks her father about all the kinds of things she and her
new brother or sister might do together. Will the new
baby be able to kick a ball in the back yard or feed the
newborn calves at Grandpa’s farm or go on an airplane
to Aunt Wendy’s house or go on a safari to Africa or
paint a rubber octopus red at the downtown art festival? Over the next months, the little girl and her dad
“thought of at least a million things my new brother or
sister could do with me.”
When baby Isaac is born, the little girl’s father
tells her that her brother has something called Down
Syndrome. At first the little girl is worried that maybe
Isaac won’t be able to do all the things with her that
she had imagined, but she is very happy when her dad
tells her, “that as long as everyone was patient with
Isaac and helped him when he needed it, there probably wasn’t anything he couldn’t do – including painting
a rubber octopus red.”
At the back of the book there are a series of
questions and answers that might be helpful as parents
explain Down Syndrome to their children. Some of the
questions include: What is Down Syndrome? Why do
some babies have Down Syndrome? Why is it called
Down Syndrome? Is Down Syndrome contagious? Will
the baby go to school when he/she gets older?
The JYF girls thought the book was good. A
couple of their comments were: “This book reminds us
that everyone can do stuff, and maybe it just takes

some people longer.” “It is cool how the people in the
book figured out that baby would be able to do anything – even with Down Syndrome.”
•••••••••••••••
The second book we were asked to review was
longer, and as it turned out, busy schedules didn’t allow any of the girls to read Sophie Gets Real by Nancy
Rue. However, Cindy did have time to read the book
and offers a few comments with the hope that others
will want to read more about Down Syndrome.
The book, Sophie Gets Real, is the 12th book in
the Sophie Series. This series is part of Zondervan’s
Christian novels for girls called Faithgirlz!, and it targets
issues important to upper grade school and middle
school girls.
In the book there are two primary plots: one
about the birth of Sophie’s baby sister, Hope, who is
born with Down Syndrome, and the other about
Sophie’s and her friends’ troublesome interaction with
a new girl in school named Brooke.
Brooke has a lot of odd behaviors and personality quirks that make her an easy target for teasing and
bullying. Although Sophie and her friends try to befriend her – because they know that’s what Jesus
would do – they go about it in unhelpful ways. Sophie
begins to be concerned that people will one day treat
her new sister the way Brooke is being treated, and out
of worry and fear for the life she imagines for her little
sister, she distances herself from the baby.
Although most of the book covers more of the
Brooke story than the new-baby-at-home story and
although there is a vast array of characters – all with
confusing nicknames – the book very nicely speaks to
several significant issues: the inclusion of all people
and all abilities is important; Down Syndrome is not
something to fear; doubting one’s faith is normal; and
instead of asking “why?” when something happens unexpectedly, the better question is “what now?”

